3
INITIATIVE
BOOST SAFETY ON
LOCAL ROADS

WHAT DO WE KNOW?

•

Local government owns and manages around
76% of the national road network (by length).

•

The cost of road crashes in Australia is
estimated at $27 billion annually.

•

50% of road crashes are on local roads,
and deaths on rural and regional roads far
outnumber deaths on metropolitan roads.

•

Maintaining the local road system is one
of local government’s major tasks. In most
councils, it is the single largest item of
expenditure. Total annual expenditure on
local roads by councils is estimated to be
in excess of $7 billion.

•

Successive studies commissioned by ALGA
consistently show an infrastructure backlog
and an underspend within the local government
sector of at least $1.2 billion per annum.

•

The 2015 State of the Assets report,
commissioned by ALGA, estimates that around
11% of local government transport assets,
with a replacement value of around $20 billion,
are in poor or very poor condition and in need
of urgent maintenance and/or renewal.

•

The 2015 State of the Assets report
shows councils own timber bridges with a
replacement value of $3.9 billion. Of these
bridges, 22% are in poor or very poor condition,
with many owned by councils that have little
capacity to make the necessary improvements.

WHAT IS THE ISSUE?
Inadequately-maintained roads and bridges
can have serious road safety outcomes.

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT FOR
COMMUNITIES?
Continued construction, repair and upgrade
of local roads and bridges plays a key role
in improving the safety on local roads,
benefitting all families and communities.
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT PROPOSES
Boost safety on local roads by:
• increasing the Roads to Recovery Program funding (R2R) to $800 million
per annum to more sustainably manage local government’s component
of the national road network, and
• making the Bridges Renewal Program permanent to more sustainably
manage council bridges.

ECONOMIC BENEFIT
$1.71 billion cumulative Gross Domestic Product benefit by year 3
and 4,000 new jobs.

ROADS TO RECOVERY

BRIDGES RENEWAL

PROGRAM BENEFITS

PROGRAM BENEFITS

MORE THAN

205

60,000
road sites upgraded and repaired
2000/01 to 2017/18

local council bridges have been fixed,
upgraded, completely replaced or
new bridges built – 2015/16 to 2016/17

COMMONWEALTH PROVIDED COUNCILS

COMMONWEALTH PROVIDED COUNCILS

$7.33 billion

$119.6 million

2000/01 to 2017/18

under Round 1 and 2 – 2015/16 to 2016/17

GAPS

GAPS

$0.3 billion

$1.7 billion

local government national road expenditure
2016/17

(4%)
concrete bridges
poor to very poor
condition

BUDGET ALLOCATION

$0.3 billion

$0.5 billion

MORE THAN

$7 billion

$350 million
2016/17

(22%)
timber bridges
poor to very poor
condition

(23%)
concrete bridges
fair condition

(42%)
timber bridges
fair condition

According to data from 2015 State of the Assets report
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